The Final Day of Neutron Beams from Harwell’s Reactors and their Instrument Portfolio
On 31 March 1990 the two AERE Harwell Reactors, DIDO and PLUTO, were permanently shut down. Fig. 1
shows the final neutrons detected on the PLUTO triple axis instrument s monitor counter as the beam shut
off, witnessed by Jon Goff, Pete Bowen and myself! This followed the reactor operation managers
announcements, first at DIDO, and then at PLUTO – ͚PLUTO reactor shutting down͛ (I can still hear it!), and
put an end to a long history of pioneering neutron scattering at Harwell. The neutron beam work had
always been supplementary to the main use of the reactors – irradiation and research reactor physics.
Before the announcement, a few months before the shutdown, it had been anticipated that one principal
user and sponsor would require DIDO to continue to operate, and plans were underway to transfer some
instruments from PLUTO to DIDO. So it came as a surprise that without much warning both reactors would
be closed down at the end of March. This presented the neutron beam programme with a clear problem,
but as the Harwell programme of commercial and underlying research had already been partly carried out
using other facilities, at ILL, Ris, Saclay and the rapidly developing ISIS source, it was continued in a
reduced form using these facilities. As Head of Neutron Beam Studies as its UKAEA Project Co-ordination
Officer and Business Centre Manager, I issued a brief press release which is attached below as Appendix 1.
Indeed the use of neutron beams by Harwell scientists continued in this way for over 15 years.
At shut down both reactors had a full suite of operational instruments, and it was decided to put these up
for sale, along with the ancillary equipment. I therefore prepared the following list of the instruments at
shutdown, in the form of a sales brochure which was widely circulated to all other operating reactors in the
hope that some may wish to purchase an item. In the event only one Mark VI diffractometer went to KFKI
Budapest, with some help from The British Council. The high temperature furnace was purchased by the
University of Vienna. Nevertheless the sales brochure forms a historical picture of the Harwell instrument
portfolio operating up to 1990, and gives examples of their use over previous years.
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Figure 1. The monitor beam counter of the Pluto triple Axis spectrometer shows the very end of neutron
scattering at Harwell.

Appendix 1. A contribution to the Press Release about the Harwell reactors shut down.

